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Let G be a compact connected semisimple Lie group with Lie algebra g. We 
show that the conjugacy class of a regular element of G is not a set of synthesis for 
the Fourier algebra of G. Similarly, the Ad(G)-orbit of a regular element of g is not 
a set of synthesis for the algebra of Fourier transforms on g. In proving this latter 
result we demonstrate a regularity property of Ad-invariant Fourier transforms, 
analogous to the differentiability of radial Fourier transforms. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a compact Hausdorff group. We are interested in the algebra 
R(G) generated by the set V(G) of continuous positive-definite functions 
on G. The essential properties of S\(G) are set out in Hewitt and Ross 
[8, Sect. 341. Sometimes R(G) is denoted by A(G) and called the Fourier 
algebra of G or the algebra of absolutely convergent Fourier series on G. The 
letter R is used to emphasize the contribution of Krein [9]. 
We will denote by R’(G) the subalgebra of central elements in R(G); see 
[8, (34.37)]. To each element x E G we associate its conjugacy class C, = 
(uxuP: u E G}. If f E R’(G) and x E G then f(y) = f(x), Vy E C,. 
The norm on R(G) can be described in several ways; for example, see [3, 
Chap. 3; 9, p. 1211. We follow [8, (34.4)]. Let d denote the dual object of G 
and to each u E G fix an irreducible continuous unitary representation 
(+‘,ZU) of G with (rrO,XU) E u. Let d, = dimZU and x, = trace(+‘). A 
continuous function f belongs to R(G) if and only if it has Fourier series 
x d, trace(A”z”(x)) = c d,f * x,(x) 
(r 0 
with 
AD E End&P), for all u E 6, 
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and 
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(1.1) 
A central function f belongs to R’(G) if and only if it has a Fourier series of 
the form 
c C,X,(X)~ 
L7 
where C, E C, Vu E G, and 
(1.2) 
When equipped with this norm R(G) is a regular commutative Banach 
algebra of continuous functions on G and its maximal ideal space is iden- 
tified with G. 
To each x E G corresponds the maximal ideal 
Z(x) = {f E R(G): f(x) = 0). 
Another ideal in R(G) is provided by the collection of all those f E R(G) 
such that f = 0 on some neighbourhood of x. We denote this ideal by J(x). 
Eymard [3, (4.1 l)] has shown that Z(x) is the closure of J(x) in R(G). 
More generally, if E is a closed subset of G we let 
Z(E) = {f E R(G): f(x) = 0, Vx E E} 
and .Z(Z?) = (f E R(G): f = 0 on some neighbourhood of E}. Clearly Z(E) is 
a closed ideal in R(G) and Z(E) c Z(E). 
1.3 DEFINITION. A closed subset E of G is called a set of synthesis for 
R(G) if Z(E) is the closure of J(E). 
Malliavin [ 111 has shown that if G is an infinite compact Abelian group 
then there exist closed subsets of G which are not sets of synthesis. There is 
a detailed treatment of this result in [8, Sect. 421. As is explained in 
[8, (42.27)], if G is a compact group containing an infinite closed Abelian 
subgroup T then any set E c T which is not a set of synthesis for R(T) is not 
a set of synthesis for R(G). In particular, every compact Lie group contains 
subsets which are not sets of synthesis, since such groups contain one- 
parameter subgroups. 
In this paper we show that if G is a compact connected semisimple Lie 
group and if x is a regular element of G then C, is not a set of synthesis for 
R(G). Our proof will be based on a result of Ricci [16] describing R’(G). 
Ricci’s result is based on the Weyl character formula. Hence we will exhibit 
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sets of nonsynthesis for S\(G) without recourse to Malliavin’s theorem and 
which are not subsets of an Abelian subgroup. 
In Section 2 we describe the projection of R(G) onto R’(G). This is used 
in Section 3 to prove the result outlined above. In the final section we present 
a similar result concerning the failure of spectral synthesis for the algebra of 
Fourier transforms on the Lie algebra of G. 
2. PROJECTION ONTO CENTRAL FUNCTIONS 
Let G denote a compact group with normalized Haar measure mG. If 
f E C(G) let 
Zf(x) = I, f(uxu - '1 d%(U), VxE G. 
Clearly Zf E C(G) and the translation invariance of mG implies that Zf is 
central. 
2.1 THEOREM. IffER(G) then ZfER’(G) and 
II Zf IIR G Ilf IIR- 
Proof: For each u E 6 fix (n”,~?@“) E u. If f E R(G) then there exist 
A” E End&+?‘“), Vu E G, such that 
f(x) = c d, trace(A”rr”(x)), VxEG, (2.2) 
c7 
and 
The uniform convergence of (2.2) enables us to write 
Zf (x) = 2 d, trace(A”(Zrr”)(x)), 
(I 
where (Z~)(X) is the element of End&?) given by 
(Zrf’)(x) = I, ~P(uxu - ‘) dm,(u). 
The translation invariance of mG implies that 
~“(y)(z~a)(x) = PO(x) n”(y), Vx, y E G. 
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Schur’s lemma then tells us that (ZrP)(x) is a scalar multiple of the identity 
on R”, depending on x. Note that trace((ZY’)(x)) =x,(x). We conclude 
that 
(zq(x> = d, ‘x,w, VxEG, 
and 
Zf(x) = C x,(x) trace@“). 
The inequality ]trace(/l”)] < ]]Aa]]@,, for all u E d [8, (D.46)], completes 
the proof of the theorem. See [8, (34.37); 8, (34.5)]. 
Observe that Z is a R’(G)-module morphism. 
3. COMPACT SEMISIMPLE LIE GROUPS 
The following notation is fixed for the remainder of this paper. We let G 
denote a d-dimensional compact connected semisimple Lie group with Lie 
algebra g. Fix a maximal torus B in G, of dimension r and with Lie 
algebra b. Let d be the set of roots for (9, b) and let A+ be the set of positive 
roots corresponding to some fixed Weyl Chamber b, in 6. For complete 
definitions see Varadarajan [25,4.12]. Set (. / .) to be the negative of the 
Killing form on g and put IX]= (X ] X)“’ for all X E g. W denotes the Weyl 
group for (G, B). 
For each a E A+ we let H, ‘denote the element of b determined by a(H) = 
i(H I H,), VH E b. If S is a subset of A+ we let 
viewed as a translation-invariant differential operator on B. Assume that 
g@ = 1. Let G’ (resp. B’) denote the set of regular elements of G (resp. B). 
The following lemma is contained within the proof of [ 16, Theorem 1 ] and 
is a consequence of the Weyl character formula. 
3.1 LEMMA. If f E R’(G) then for all S c A+ the distribution 
is a continuous function on B’. For each x E B’ there exists a positive 
constant c such that 
IBsf @)I G c Ilf Ilfw)? VS&A+, f E R'(G). 
For G = SU(2) see [ 1, Example 4.71 and for G = SU(3) see [ 121. 
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We next consider the role played by conjugacy classes in the structure of 
G. It is well known [25, Theorem 4.12.51 that 
G= u C, and G’= u C,. 
XEB XEB' 
Equip G/B with the quotient topology and consider the continuous map 
@:G/BxB-,G 
defined by @(uB, x) = uxu-‘, Vu. We wish to construct a special system of 
neighbourhoods of conjugacy classes in G’. For n > 1 let 
V, = (exp(H): HE b and ]H] < l/n}. 
For xEB’ and n> 1 let 
U,,(x) = @(G/B x (xv,,)). 
If x E B’ then for all sufficiently large n 
C, G U,(x) c G’. 
3.2 LEMMA. If x0 E B’ and if U is an open set in G containing CXO then 
there exists n > 1 so that 
U,(x,) E u. 
ProoJ: Suppose the statement is false. Then to each n > 1 there exists 
(unB, x”) E G/B x (x, V,) such that u,x, u; i & U. Since G/B is compact 
there is a convergent subsequence {u,,B} s {u,B},, with u,,~B --t uB as 
j + co, for some u E G. We also have xg E x0 Vnj, Vj, and so 
@(u,B, x,,~) --) ux, u - ’ as j+co. 
Since uxO u - r E CXO, this contradicts the assumption u,x, u; ’ & U Vn. 
Q.E.D. 
We can now demonstrate the failure of spectral synthesis for R(G). 
3.3 THEOREM. If G is a compact connected semisimple Lie group and if 
x E G’ then C, is not a set of synthesis for R(G). 
ProoJ Fix x0 E B’ so that C, = CX,. We must show that J(C,J # I(C,J. 
On account of Theorem 2.1 it suffices to show that the closure of Z(J(CJ) 
is not all of Z(I(CJ). Set k = f(d - r) = card@ +) and enumerate A + as 
A + = {a, ,..., ak}. 
580/48/l-4 
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Then put S, = 0 and S, = {a, ,..., al} for 1 < 1< k. Lemma 3.1 tells us that 
for each 0 < I< k the map 
f - %,fkJ 
is a continuous linear functional on R’(G). Furthermore, for all f, 
g E fi’(G), 
This enables us to define a chain of ideals in R’(G). Set 
i,(x,) = {f E R’(G): f(x,) = 0) 
and for 1 < 1 Q k set 
i,(xJ = {f E R’(G):f(x,) = 0 and g&x,) = 0, VS c_ S,}. 
Clearly each of these ideals is closed and 
In addition put 
&(x0) 2 iI 2 . . . 2 &(x0). 
j(x,) = {f E W(G): f IB = 0 on a neighbourhood of x,, in B }. 
We claim that j(x,) 2 Z(J(CJ). T o see this, suppose that f E R(G) and 
f = 0 on an open set U containing CXo. Lemma 3.2 shows that for some 
n > 1, Zf (x) = 0 for all x E xg V,, . Hence Z(J( CXo)) E j(x,). 
Similarly &(x0) = Z(I(C,)). It remains to observe that j(x,) C_ i,(x,), that 
k > 1, and &,(x0) # i,(x,). 
To see this, let #i be a Weyl group-invariant element of Cm(B) with 
#,(x0) = 0 and H,,#,(x,) # 0. Then @i extends to become a central element 
of C”(G) c R(G) and 4, E i,,(x)\i,(xo). Q.E.D. 
3.4 Remark. In the proof of Theorem 3.3 we only needed to know that 
the closure of j(x,) was not all of io(xo), We will exhibit $ E &(x0) so that 
4’ 65 4(x0) for I<l<k. 
Fix xg E B’ and n so large that xg V,, c B’ and w(x,, V,) r7 (x,, I’,) = 0 for 
alll#wEW.FixH,Ebsuchthat(H,IH,)>OforallaEd+.Define9 
to be a Weyl group invariant element of P(B) such that 4 is zero outside of 
U WEW w(x, V,) and for all HE b with IHJ < 1/(2n), 
&Gl_- w(W) = W I f&J. 
Then extend 4 to be an element of C”(G) n R’(G). 
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For a E A+ and x E x0 V,, we see that 
and so Ha 4 is constant on x0 V2,, . This implies that 
An elementary calculation shows that 
4’” E WJ\i,+ 1(xo)p O<l<k. 
3.5 COROLLARY. For x0 E B’ the closed ideals ir(xo) in R’(G) satisfy 
4, l(xo)$ i,(xJ, 0 < I< k and (i,,(+,>)“1 = i&)\i,+ 1(xo), 0 < I< k. 
Since j(x,) s ik(xO) and j(x,) 2 Z(J(C,J) we see that there exist elements 
4 E wx,Pc,) such that 4’ # 0 for I < k = $(dim CXO). Compare this with 
[lo] and [26, Theorem 31. 
We can extend Theorem 3.3 to an arbitrary non-Abelian compact 
connected Lie group, say, G,. The general structure theorem for compact 
connected Lie groups [ 14, Theorem 6.4.21 asserts here that G, contains a 
central torus T”, a closed connected semisimple Lie subgroup G, and a finite 
central subgroup N such that 
G, z (T" x G)/N. 
If g, is the Lie algebra of G, then G has lie algebra g = [g,, gi]. In 
particular, if x E G then its conjugacy class in G is equal to its conjugacy 
class in G,. Combining Theorem 3.3 with [8, (42.27)] gives the following 
result. 
3.6 COROLLARY. Zf G, is a compact connected Lie group which is not 
Abelian then it contains elements whose conjugacy classes are not sets of 
synthesis for R(G,). 
4. ADJOINT ORBITS 
We now turn our attention to the algebra of Fourier transforms on g. Let 
P’(g) denote the Schwartz space of the Euclidean space g. Normalize 
Lebesgue measure on g so that the Fourier transform 
satisfies Fourier inversion Q = ;Ti 4, V@ E Y(g). Similarly, normalize 
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Lebesgue measure on b so that Fourier inversion is valid for ,&, the Fourier 
transform on b. 
In particular, if 4 E .9”(b), a E A+, and a,@(H) = lim,,, t- ‘(qi(H + tH,) - 
W)), then 
a,(x$)(H’) = -i jb $(H)(H ) H,) e-I’(“““) dH, 
that is, the usual relationship between the Fourier transform and partial 
derivatives [22, Theorem 1.71. 
4.1 DEFINITION. The algebra of Fourier transforms on g is defined to be 
the space A(g) = (<f: f E L’(g)}, equipped with the norm 
IlqI4 = llflll * 
We let ‘A(g) denote the subalgebra consisting of those # E A(g) such that 
4 o Ad(u) = 4 for all u E G. 
For a detailed treatment of the algebra of Fourier transforms on Euclidean 
space see the book of Reiter [ 151. Observe that Y(g) is dense in A(g). As in 
our discussion of R(G), for a closed subset E c g we set 
and 
Z(E) = {$ E A(g): 4(X) = 0, VX E E} 
J(E)= {#EA(g):4=0 on some neighbourhood of E in g }, 
4.2 DEFINITION. A closed set E c g is called a set of synthesis for A(g) 
if Z(E) is the closure of J(E). 
Note that dim, g = d > 3 and so Schwartz’s theorem [20] states that the 
sphere of radius R > 0, {XE g: 1X1= R}, is not a set of synthesis for A(g). 
We propose to prove the following refinement of this fact. 
4.3 THEOREM. Zf X E g is a regular element then Ad(G)X is not a set of 
synthesis for A(g). 
When G = SU(2) we recover Schwartz’s result for IR3. Observe that 
dim{X E g: (Xl = R} = d - 1 while for regular elements X E g, Ad(G)X is a 
closed (d - r)-dimensional submanifold of the sphere of radius IX]. For a 
survey of results concerning spectral synthesis in Euclidean spaces see the 
article of Domar [2]. 
Our proof of Theorem 4.3 is similar to that of Theorem 3.3. We define a 
projection of A(g) onto GA(g) and show that elements of GA(g) have certain 
smoothness properties when restricted to b’, the open set of regular elements 
ofb. 
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The following special polynomial on b is needed to relate &, with Fg and 
Lebesgue measure on b with Lebesgue measure on g. 
Let P be the polynomial 
so that 6’ = {HE b: P(H) # 0). If S s A+ we set P,(H) = naes (H 1 H,), 
with the assumption that P, = 1. Furthermore, let 
m = n a, and p,(a) = n 8,. 
WEA, IZES 
These are constant coefficient partial differential operators on b. 
4.4 DEFINITION. If f is a continuous function on g set 
Note that if f is Ad-invariant then Xf = f. Since the adjoint action of G 
on g preserves the Killing form it follows that for all 4 E Y(g) 
sT,Gw = -%%0)* (4.5) 
From the definition of % we see that 
I -%f(x>l < JT If I m VXE g. (4.6) 
The following formula is a special case of [6, p. 3811. 
4.7 PROPOSITION. There is a positive constant c such that for all 
integrable continuous functions f on g, 
I gf(X)dX=~~~~fOlP(H)12dH. (4.8) 
In particular, Ilsf IILlce, < Ilf lItIts,. 
This inequality is a consequence of (4.6). See Wells [27] for a discussion 
of the general principle involved in (4.8). 
Since Y(g) is dense in A(g), it follows from (4.5) and (4.8) that 
and 
Il-?f IlAm G Ilf II‘4w Vf EAkl). (4.9) 
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The following result of Harish-Chandra relates F9 with Yb. Strichartz 
[23, Theorem 21 presents this as an example of a Bochner identity. 
4.10 PROPOSITION. There is a nonzero constant c such that for all 
Ad(G)-invariant functions f E Y(g) and all HE b, P(H)Sr,f(H) = 
CFb(f lb * wo 
We will have occasion to use the following description of the Ad(G)- 
invariant elements of P(g); see Guillemin [5]. 
4.11 PROPOSITION. The restriction map f F-+ f (,, provides an 
isomorphism between the space of Ad(G)- invariant elements of P(g) and 
the space of Weyl group-invariant elements of P’(b). In particular, tf 
4 E wC”o(b) has compact support then there exists a function f E ‘P(g) 
with compact support and f lb = $. 
An argument similar to the proof of Lemma 3.2 combined with 
[25, Theorem 4.12.21 yields the following. 
4.12 LEMMA. If H,, E b’ and U is an open set in g’ containing Ad(G) H, 
then there exists an n > 1 such that U contains the set 
{Ad(u)H:uEG,HEb’,IH,,-HI< l/n}. 
We now carry out the proof of Theorem 4.3. The nature of the proof is 
suggested by the paper of Gatesoupe [4], with Ad-invariant functions taking 
the place of radial functions. 
Fix an Ad(G)-orbit d of a regular element in g and fix H, E B n 6’. We 
also fix a positive number R, small enough so that the balls 
U,={HEb:IH-H,I<R}, R < 2R,, 
are completely contained within the chamber in 6’ containing HO. 
We let @ denote a fixed element of C:(b) subject to the conditions that @ 
be Weyl group-invariant, that supp(@) s u,,, w(U3,& and 
@(H) = I’(H) - ‘, tlH E Q,. (4.13) 
Extend @ to be an element of ‘C?(g). 
The definition of @ implies that for 4 E A(g), with 4 =9& and all 
HE 4, 
4(H) = JWST,(f * x: @W). 
Let us abbreviate f * fli @ as TJ Clearly 
II Tfll L’(g) G c Ilf Ilm G c II 4lL4 *
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If we assume further that q4 E GY(g) we can apply Proposition 4.10 to 
obtain 
for all HE URO. Now apply Proposition 4.7 to conclude that for all 
$ E “Y(g) and all HE UR,, 
I w> WI G c IIGW lb . p* IL’(b) 
G c’ IIa4~g~’ (4.14) 
4.15 PROPOSITION. Zf 4 E GA(g) then the distribution P(a)@ lb,) is locally 
an element of A(b) lb, and each H, E b’ has a neighbourhood UE b’ on 
which 
The positive constant C depends only on g, b, H,, and U. 
To prove this, employ (4.14) and the density of GY(g) in GA(g). 
Stanton [21, Proposition 4.91 has a result concerning the continuity on b’ 
of Fourier transforms of Ad-invariant elements of Lp(g), for certain values of 
p. Proposition 4.15 is a refinement of his result for the case p = 1. This result 
is analogous to the result, essentially due to Schoenberg [ 171, concerning the 
differentiability of Fourier transforms of radial functions. See especially the 
work of Gatesoupe [4], Schwartz [ 18, 191, Chilana and Ross [ 1, Ex- 
ample 4.51 and Trebels [24]. 
Suppose f E A(g) is zero on a neighbourhood of the orbit B in g, From 
Lemma 4.12 and the definition of 2 we see that for some R < R,, 
-Q-W) = 0, VHE U,. 
In particular, P(a)(%f)(H) = 0, VH E U, . Proposition 4.15 tells us that the 
map 
is a bounded linear functional on GA(g). In particular, its kernel is a closed 
hyperplane in GA(g) and we have just seen that %(J(@)) is contained in this 
kernel. Hence %(J(@)) E kernel of li. 
A construction very similar to that in Remark 3.4 provides a function 
d E WCF(b) with g(H,,) = 0 and P(a) ((H,) # 0. We extend $ to be an 
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element of ‘C:(g) and note that 4 E Z(P)\J(Fy). This completes the proof of 
Theorem 4.3. Q.E.D. 
In fact we can mimic Remark 3.4 and construct Ad(G)-invariant functions 
4 E C:(g) with 4 E Z(P) and yet #k 6? J(B). The work of Kirsch and Miller 
[lo] shows that this is best possible. The regular orbit 0 is a (d - r)- 
dimensional submanifold of g and [ 10, Theorem I ] states that gk+i E J(P). 
For related material see [ 13, 261. 
4.16 Remark. We can find a description of elements of ‘A(g) analogous 
to Lemma 3.1. Fix H, E b’ and R, as above. We have shown that for all 
H E UR, and 4 E ‘A(g), 
Iw9 woI G c ll4ll.4. 
Let R = R,/4 and set w  E WCF(b) to be supported in lJ,,, wURd3 and 
equal to 1 on U,. Then extend v to be an element of ‘C?(g) and note that 
for all HE UR, and 4 E ‘Y’(g), 
I W)(w * 4WI G c II 4 II.4 *
If we fix CZE~, and let .S=d+\{ai then for all HE LJ,, 
(4.17) 
where T > 0 is such that H + TH, E URO\URo/3. Clearly, as H ranges over 
W, the possible values of T are uniformly bounded. Taking absolute values 
in (4.17) we find that for all H E U, and all a E d + , 
where C depends on g, b, HO and R,. 
Repeating this procedure k times we find that if S c A+, 4 E ‘Y(g), and 
Ho E b’, there is a neighbourhood U of Ho on which 
V=,(a) WI G C 11~11~ 7 VHE U, 
and C > 0 is independent of $. 
From the density of ‘Y(g) in ‘A(g) we conclude the following analogue 
of Lemma 3.1. 
4.18 PROPOSITION. Zf f E ‘A(g) and S z A+ then the distribution 
P,(a)(f Ia,) is a continuous function on b’ and each HO E b’ has a 
neighbourhood UC b’ on which 
IPs@) f (WI Q C Ilf II.w VHE U. 
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If S c A+ and H, E 6’ we define linear functionals on A(Q) by letting 
A G HII : f) = ~,(w?f)(Kl)9 
for all f E A(g). These are all continuous on A(g) and their kernels are 
closed ‘A (g)-submodules of A (9). 
Using the enumeration of A+ as in the proof of Theorem 3.3 let us put 
J(H,)= {fEA(g):A(S,H,:f)=O,VSGS,}. 
Then we have seen that for d = Ad(G) H,, 
This is similar to results in [26]. 
Finally, we state an extension of Theorem 4.3 to the case of arbitrary 
compact connected non-Abelian Lie groups. It is proved in a similar fashion 
to Corollary 3.6. 
4.19 PROPOSITION. If g1 is the Lie algebra of a compact connected Lie 
group G, which is not Abelian and if X is a regular element of [g, , g, ] then 
Ad(G,)X is not a set of synthesis for A(g,). 
If G is the subgroup of G, as in the discussion preceding Corollary 3.6 
note that Ad(G)X= Ad(G,)X and g = [gl, gi]. Instead of [8, (42.27)] we 
use [8, (39.19)] and the fact that A(Q,) IO = A(g) [7]. 
In a paper currently in preparation, Franc0 Cazzaniga and the author 
obtain a result concerning absolutely convergent Jacobi polynomial series, 
analogous to [ 16, Theorem 11. One consequence of this work is that for the 
compact semisimple Lie groups G which are associated with compact rank- 
one symmetric spaces, of dimension greater than two, certain double cosets 
are not sets of synthesis for R(G).* 
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